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Abstract

Automatically validating a research artefact is one of the frontiers in Artificial Intelligence (AI) that directly brings it close to competing with human intellect and intuition. Although criticized sometimes, the existing peer review system still stands as the benchmark of research validation. The present-day peer review process is not straightforward and demands profound domain knowledge, expertise, and intelligence of human reviewer(s), which is somewhat elusive with the current state of AI. However, the peer review texts, which contains rich sentiment information of the reviewer, reflecting his/her overall attitude towards the research in the paper, could be a valuable entity to predict the acceptance or rejection of the manuscript under consideration. Here in this work, we investigate the role of reviewers sentiments embedded within peer review texts to predict the peer review outcome. Our proposed deep neural architecture takes into account three channels of information: the paper, the corresponding reviews, and the review polarity to predict the overall recommendation score as well as the final decision. We achieve significant performance improvement over the baselines (∼29% error reduction) proposed in a recently released dataset of peer reviews. An AI of this kind could assist the editors/program chairs as an additional layer of confidence in the final decision making, especially when non-responding/missing reviewers are frequent in present day peer review.

1 Introduction

The rapid increase in research article submissions across different venues is posing a significant management challenge for the journal editors and conference program chairs\(^1\). Among the load of works like assigning reviewers, ensuring timely receipt of reviews, slot-filling against the non-responding reviewer, taking informed decisions, communicating to the authors, etc., editors/program chairs are usually overwhelmed with many such demanding yet crucial tasks. However, the major hurdle lies in to decide the acceptance and rejection of the manuscripts based on the reviews received from the reviewers.

The quality, randomness, bias, inconsistencies in peer reviews is well-debated across the academic community (Bornmann and Daniel, 2010). Due to the rise in article submissions and non-availability of expert reviewers, editors/program chairs are sometimes left with no other options than to assign papers to the novice, out of domain reviewers which sometimes results in more inconsistencies and poor quality reviews. To study the arbitrariness inherent in the existing peer review system, organisers of the NIPS 2014 conference assigned 10% submissions to two different sets of reviewers and observed that the two committees disagreed for more than quarter of the papers (Langford and Guzdial, 2015). Again it is quite common that a paper rejected in one venue gets the cut in another with little or almost no improvement in quality. Many are of the opinion that the existing peer review system is fragile as it only depends on the view of a selected few (Smith, 2006). Moreover, even a preliminary study into the ins and outs of the peer review system is itself very difficult because of data confidentiality and copyright issues of the publishers. However, the silver lining is that the peer review system is evolving with the likes of OpenReviews\(^2\), author response periods/rebuttals, increased effective communications between authors and reviewers, open access initiatives, peer review workshops, review forms with

\(^1\)Apparently CVPR, NIPS, AAAI 2019 received over 5100, 4900, 7000 submissions respectively!

\(^2\)https://openreview.net
objective questionnaires, etc. gaining momentum.

The PeerRead dataset (Kang et al., 2018) is an excellent resource towards research and study on this very impactful and crucial problem. With our ongoing effort towards the development of an Artificial Intelligence (AI)-assisted peer review system, we are intrigued with: What if there is an additional AI reviewer which predicts decisions by learning the high-level interplay between the review texts and the papers? How would the sentiment embedded within the review texts empower such decision-making? Although editors/program chairs usually go by the majority of the reviewer recommendations, they still need to go through all the review texts corresponding to all the submissions. A good use case of this research would be: slot-filling the missing reviewer, providing an additional perspective to the editor in cases of contrasting/borderline reviews. This work in no way attempts to replace the human reviewers; instead, we are intrigued to see how an AI can act as an additional reviewer with inputs from her human counterparts and aid the decision-making in the peer review process.

We develop a deep neural architecture incorporating full paper information and review text along with the associated sentiment to predict the acceptability and recommendation score of a given research article. We perform two tasks, a classification (predicting accept/reject decision) and a regression (predicting recommendation score) one. The evaluation shows that our proposed model successfully outperforms the earlier reported results in PeerRead. We also show that the addition of review sentiment component significantly enhances the predictive capability of such a system.

2 Related Work

Artificial Intelligence in academic peer review is an important yet less explored territory. However, with the recent progress in AI research, the topic is gradually gaining attention from the community. Price and Flach (2017) did a thorough study of the various means of computational support to the peer review system. Mrowinski et al. (2017) explored an evolutionary algorithm to improve editorial strategies in peer review. The famous Toronto Paper Matching system (Charlin and Zemel, 2013) was developed to match paper with reviewers. Recently we (Ghosal et al., 2018b,a) investigated the impact of various features in the editorial pre-screening process. Wang and Wan (2018) explored a multi-instance learning framework for sentiment analysis from the peer review texts. We carry our current investigations on a portion of the recently released PeerRead dataset (Kang et al., 2018). Study towards automated support for peer review was otherwise not possible due to the lack of rejected paper instances and corresponding reviews. Our approach achieves significant performance improvement over the two tasks defined in Kang et al. (2018). We attribute this to the use of deep neural networks and augmentation of review sentiment information in our architecture.

3 Data Description and Analysis

The PeerRead dataset consists of papers, a set of associated peer reviews, and corresponding accept/reject decisions with aspect specific scores of papers collected from several top-tier Artificial Intelligence (AI), Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning (ML) conferences. Table 1 shows the data we consider in our experiments. We could not consider NIPS and arXiv portions of PeerRead due to the lack of aspect scores and reviews, respectively. For more details on the dataset creation and the task, we request the readers to refer to Kang et al. (2018). We further use the submissions of ICLR 2018, corresponding reviews and aspect scores to boost our training set for the decision prediction task. One motivation of our work stems from the finding that aspect scores for certain factors like Impact, Originality, Soundness/Correctness which are seemingly central to the merit of the paper, often have very low correlation with the final recommendation made by the reviewers as is made evident in Kang et al. (2018). However, from the heatmap in Figure 1 we can see that the reviewer’s sentiments (compound/positive) embedded within the review texts have visible correlations with the aspects like Recommendation, Appropriateness and Overall Decision. This also seconds our recent finding that determining the scope or appropriateness of an article to a venue is the first essential step in peer review (Ghosal et al., 2018a). Since our study aims at deciding the fate of the paper, we take predicting recommendation score and overall decision as the objectives of our investigation. Thus our proposal to augment sentiment of reviews to the deep neural architecture seems intuitive.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Venues</th>
<th>#Papers</th>
<th>#Reviews</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Acc/Rej</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICLR 2017</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>7270</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>172/255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACL 2017</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>88/49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoNLL 2016</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>11/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICLR 2018</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>2741</td>
<td>Only Rec</td>
<td>336/573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1495</td>
<td>10325</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>607/888</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Dataset Statistics

Figure 1: Pearson Correlation of Review Sentiment (:X) with different Aspect Scores (:Y) on ACL 2017 dataset. A1→Appropriateness, A2→Clarity, A3→Impact, A4→Meaningful Comparison, A5→Originality, A6→Recommendation, A7→Soundness/Correctness, A8→Substance, D→Decision. pos→Positive Sentiment Score, neg→Negative Sentiment Score, neu→Neutral Sentiment Score, com→Compound Sentiment Score.

4 Methodology

4.1 Pre-processing

At the very beginning, we convert the papers in PDF to .json encoded files using the Science Parse library.

4.2 DeepSentiPeer Architecture

Figure 2 illustrates the overall architecture we employ in our investigation. The left segment is for the decision prediction while the right segment predicts the overall recommendation score.

4.2.1 Document Encoding

We extract full-text sentences from each research article and represent each sentence $s_i \in \mathbb{R}^d$ using the Transformer variant of the Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) (Cer et al., 2018), $d$ is the dimension of the sentence semantic vector which is 512. A paper is then represented as,

$$P = s_1 \oplus s_2 \oplus \ldots \oplus s_{n_1}, P \in \mathbb{R}^{n_1 \times d}$$

$\oplus$ being the concatenation operator, $n_1$ is the maximum number of sentences in a paper text in the entire dataset (padding is done wherever necessary). Similarly, we do this for each of the reviews and create a review representation as

$$R = s_1 \oplus s_2 \oplus \ldots \oplus s_{n_2}, R \in \mathbb{R}^{n_2 \times d}$$

where $n_2$ being the maximum number of sentences in the reviews.

4.2.2 Sentiment Encoding

The sentiment encoding of the review is done using VADER Sentiment Analyzer. For a sentence $s_i$, VADER gives a vector $S_i$, $S_i \in \mathbb{R}^4$. The review is then encoded (padded where necessary) for sentiment as

$$r_{senti} = S_1 \oplus S_2 \oplus \ldots \oplus S_{n_2}, r_{senti} \in \mathbb{R}^{n_2 \times 4}.$$  

4.2.3 Feature Extraction with Convolutional Neural Network

We make use of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to extract features from both the paper and review representations. CNN has shown great success in solving the NLP problems in recent years. The convolution operation works by sliding a filter $W_f \in \mathbb{R}^{l \times d}$ to a window of length $l$, the output of such $h^{th}$ window is given as,

$$f_h^k = g(W_f \cdot X_h - l + 1: h + b_k)$$

$X_h - l + 1: h$ means the $l$ sentences within the $h^{th}$ window in Paper $P$, $b_k$ is the bias for the $k^{th}$ filter, $g()$ is the non-linear function. The feature map $f_h^k$ for the $k^{th}$ filter is then obtained by applying this...
filter to each possible window of sentences in the $P$ as
\[ f^k = [f^k_1, f^k_2, ..., f^k_h, ..., f^k_{n_1-l+1}], f^k \in \mathbb{R}^{n_1-l+1}. \]

We then apply a max-pooling operation to this filter map to get the most significant feature, \( \hat{f}^k \) as \( \hat{f}^k = \text{max}(f^k) \). For a paper $P$, the final output of this convolution filter is then given as
\[ p = [\hat{f}^1, \hat{f}^2, ..., \hat{f}^k, ..., \hat{f}^F], p \in \mathbb{R}^F, \]

$F$ is the total number of filters used. In the same way, we can get $r$ as the output of the convolution operator for the Review $R$.

We call the outputs $p$ and $r$ as the high-level representation feature vector of the paper and the review, respectively. We then concatenate these feature vectors (Feature-Level Fusion). The reason we extract features from both is to simulate the editorial workflow, wherein ideally, the editor/chair would look at both into the paper and the corresponding reviews to arrive at a judgement.

### 4.2.4 Multi-layer Perceptron

We employ a Multi-Layer Perceptron ($MLP\_Predict$) to take the joint paper-review representations $x_{pr}$ as input to get the final
### Baselines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Datasets</th>
<th>ICLR † 2017</th>
<th>ACL † 2017</th>
<th>CoNLL † 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approaches ↓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority Baseline</td>
<td>1.6940</td>
<td>2.7968</td>
<td>2.9133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Baseline</td>
<td>1.6095</td>
<td>2.4900</td>
<td>2.6086</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Comparing Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>approaches</th>
<th>Only Paper (Kang et al., 2018)</th>
<th>Only Review (Kang et al., 2018)</th>
<th>Paper+Review (Kang et al., 2018)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.6462</td>
<td>1.6955</td>
<td>1.6496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.7278</td>
<td>2.7062</td>
<td>2.5011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.9133</td>
<td>2.7072</td>
<td>2.9734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Proposed Architecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed Architecture</th>
<th>Only Review</th>
<th>Review+Sentiment</th>
<th>Paper+Review+Sentiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeepSentiPeer</td>
<td>1.5812</td>
<td>2.6845</td>
<td>2.3790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.7191</td>
<td>2.5011</td>
<td>2.5399</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results on Aspect Score Prediction Task. Training is done with only ICLR 2017 papers/reviews, †→ Cross-Domain: Training on ICLR and testing upon entire data of ACL/CoNLL available in PeerRead dataset, ‡→ Test set is kept the same as (Kang et al., 2018), RMSE→Root Mean Squared Error. CNN variant as in (Kang et al., 2018) is used as the comparing system.

representation as

\[ x_{pr} = f_{MLP\_Predict}(\theta_{predict}; [p, r]) \]

where \( \theta_{predict} \) represents the parameters of the \( MLP\_Predict \). We also extract features from the review sentiment representation \( x_{rs} \) via another MLP (\( MLP\_Senti \)).

\[ x_{rs} = f_{MLP\_Senti}(\theta_{senti}; r_{senti}) \]

\( \theta_{senti} \) being the parameters of \( MLP\_Senti \). Finally, we fuse the extracted review sentiment feature and joint paper+review representation together to generate the overall recommendation score (Decision-Level Fusion) using the affine transformation as

\[ \text{prediction} = (W_d \cdot [x_{pr}, x_{rs}] + b_d) \]

We minimize the Mean Square Error (MSE) between the actual and predicted recommendation score. The motivation here is to augment the human judgement (review+embedded sentiment) regarding the quality of a paper in decision making. The long-term objective is to have the AI learn the notion of good and bad papers from the human perception reflected in peer reviews in correspondence with paper full-text.

#### 4.2.5 Accept/Reject Decisions

Instead of training the deep network on overall recommendation scores, we train the network with the final decisions of the papers in a classification setting. The entire setup is same but we concatenate all the reviews of a particular paper together to get the review representation. And rather than doing decision-level fusion, we perform feature-level fusion where the decision is given as

\[ x_{prs} = f_{MLP\_Predict}(\theta; [p, \tilde{r}, \tilde{x}_{rs}]) \]

\[ c = \text{Softmax}(W_c \cdot x_{prs} + b_c) \]

where \( c \) is the output classification distribution across accept or reject classes. \( \tilde{r} \) is the high-level representation of review text after concatenating all reviews corresponding to a paper and \( \tilde{x}_{rs} \) is the output of \( MLP\_Senti \) on the concatenated review text. We minimize Cross-Entropy Loss between predicted \( c \) and actual decisions.

#### 4.3 Experimental Setup

As we mention earlier, we undertake two tasks:

**Task 1:** Predicting the overall recommendation score (Regression)

**Task 2:** Predicting the Accept/Reject Decision (Classification).

To compare with Kang et al. (2018), we keep the experimental setup (train vs test ratio) identical and re-implement their codes to generate the comparing figures. However, Kang et al. (2018) performed Task 2 on ICLR 2017 dataset with hand-crafted features, and Task 1 in a deep learning setting. Since our approach is a deep neural network based, we crawl additional paper+reviews from ICLR 2018 to boost the training set.

For Task 1, \( n_1 \) is 666 and \( n_2 \) is 98 while for Task 2, \( n_1 \) is 1494 and \( n_2 \) is 525. We employ a grid search for hyperparameter optimization. For Task 1, \( F \) is 256, \( l \) is 5. ReLU is the non-linear function \( g() \), learning rate is 0.007. We train the model with SGD optimizer, set momentum as 0.9
and batch size as 32. We keep dropout at 0.5. We use the same number of filters with the same kernel size for both paper and review. In Task 2, for Paper CNN $F$ is 128, $l$ is 7 and for Review CNN $F$ is 64 and $l$ is 5. Again we train the model with Adam Optimizer, keep the batch size as 64 and use 0.7 as the dropout rate to prevent overfitting. We intentionally keep our CNN/MLP shallow due to less training data. We make our codes available for further explorations.

5 Results and Analysis

Table 2 and Table 3 show our results for both the tasks. We propose a simple but effective architecture in this work since our primary intent is to establish that a sentiment-aware deep architecture would better suit these two problems. For Task 1, we can see that our review sentiment augmented approach outperforms the baselines and the comparing systems by a wide margin ($\sim 29\%$ reduction in error) on the ICLR 2017 dataset. With only using review+sentiment information, we are still able to outperform Kang et al. (2018) by a margin of $11\%$ in terms of RMSE. A further relative error reduction of $19\%$ with the addition of paper features strongly suggests that only review is not sufficient for the final recommendation. A joint model of the paper content and review text (the human touch) augmented with the underlying sentiment would efficiently guide the prediction.

For Task 2, we observe that the handcrafted feature-based system by Kang et al. (2018) performs inferior compared to the baselines. This is because the features were very naive and did not address the complexity involved in such a task. We perform better with a relative improvement of $28\%$ in terms of accuracy, and also our system is end-to-end trained. Presumably, to some extent, our deep neural network learned to distinguish between the probable accept versus probable reject by extracting useful information from the paper and review data.

5.1 Cross-Domain Experiments

With the additional (but less) data of ACL 2017 and CoNLL 2016 in PeerRead, we perform the cross-domain experiments. We do training with the ICLR data (core Machine Learning papers) and take the test set from the NLP conferences (ACL/CoNLL). NLP nowadays is mostly machine learning (ML) centric, where we find several applications and extensive usage of ML algorithms to address different NLP problems. Here we observe a relative error reduction of $4.8\%$ and $14.5\%$ over the comparing system for ACL 2017 and CoNLL 2016, respectively (Table 2). For the decision prediction task, the comparing system performs even worse, and we outperform them by a considerable margin of $28\%$ (ACL 2017) and $26\%$ (CoNLL 2017), respectively (Table 3). The reason is that the work reported in Kang et al. (2018) relies on elementary handcrafted features extracted only from the paper; does not consider the review features whereas we include the review features along with the sentiment information in our deep neural architecture. However, we also find that our approach with only Review+Sentiment performs inferior to the Paper+Review method in Kang et al. (2018) for ACL 2017. This again seconds that inclusion of paper is vital in recommendation decisions. Only paper is enough for a human reviewer, but with the current state of AI, an AI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task 2 $\rightarrow$</th>
<th>Accept/Reject (Accuracy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Datasets $\rightarrow$</td>
<td>ICLR ‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approaches $\downarrow$</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority Baseline</td>
<td>60.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparing System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Only Paper (Kang et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Only Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review+Sentiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper+Review+Sentiment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results on Accept/Reject Classification Tasks. Training is done with ICLR 2017+ICLR 2018 papers/reviews, ‡ $\rightarrow$ Cross-Domain: Training on ICLR and testing upon the entire data of ACL/CoNLL, †$\rightarrow$ Test Set is kept the same as (Kang et al., 2018), RMSE $\rightarrow$ Root Mean Squared Error, $^*$ $\rightarrow$ 65.79% if only trained with ICLR 2017, Comparing System (Kang et al., 2018) is feature-based and considers only paper, and not the reviews.

4https://github.com/aritzzz/DeepSentiPeer
reviewer would need the supervision of her human counterparts to arrive at a recommendation. So our system is suited to cases where the editor needs an additional judgment regarding a submission (such as dealing with missing/non-responding reviewers, an added layer of confidence with an AI which is aware of the past acceptances/rejections of a specific venue).

6 Analysis: Effect of Sentiment on Reviewer’s Recommendation

Figure 3: Projections of the output activations of the final layer of MLP\_Senti. Points are annotated for Reviews from Table 4. X: Predicted Recommendation Scores, Y: Sentiment Activations

Table 4: Pearson Correlation (PC) Coefficient between the Recommendation Scores and Sentiment Activations. This is to account for the fact that sentiment is actually correlated with the prediction signifying the strength of the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scores</th>
<th>PC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual vs Prediction</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction vs Sentiment Activations</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual vs Sentiment Activations</td>
<td>-0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 shows the output activations\(^5\) from the final layer of MLP\_Senti against the predicted recommendation scores. We can see that the papers are discriminated into visible clusters according to their recommendation scores. This proves that DeepSentiPeer can extract useful features in close correspondence to human judgments. From Figure 3 and Table 4, we see that the sentiment activations are strongly correlated (negatively) with the actual and predicted recommendation scores. Therefore, we hypothesize that our model draws considerable strength if the review text has proper sentiment embedded in it. To further investigate this, we sample the papers/reviews from the ICLR 2017 test set. We consider actual review text and the sentiment embedded therein to examine the performance of the system (See Table 5). We truncate the lengthy review texts and provide the OpenReview links for reference. Appendix A shows the heatmaps of Vader sentiment scores generated for individual sentences corresponding to each paper review in Table 5. We hereby acknowledge that since the scholarly review texts are mostly objective and not straightforward, the score for neutral polarity is strong as opposed to positive, and negative. But still, we can see visible polarities for review sentences which are positive or negative in sentiment. For instance, the second last sentence(s9): “The paper is not well written either” from R1 has visible negative weight in the heatmap (Figure 5 in Appendix A). Same can be observed for the other review sentences as well.

Figure 4: Normalized Confusion Matrix for Accept/Reject Decisions on ICLR 2017 test data with DeepSentiPeer(Paper+Review+Sentiment) model.

Besides the objective evaluation of the paper in the peer reviews, the reviewer’s opinion in the peer review text holds strong correspondence with the overall recommendation score. We can qualitatively see that the reviews R1, R2, and R3 are polarized towards the negative sentiment (Table 5). Our model can efficiently predict a reasonable recommendation score with respect to human judgment. Same we can say for R7 where the review mostly signifies a positive sentiment polarity. R6 provides an interesting observation. We see that the review R6 is not very expressive for such a

\(^5\)We call them as Sentiment Activations
The technical contribution of this paper is not clear. Most of the approaches used are standard state-art methods and there are not much novelties. For a multi-label recognition of sentiment there are other available methods, e.g. using binary models, changing cross-entropy loss function, etc. There is not any comparison between the RNN method and other simple baselines. The order of the sequential RNN prediction is not clear either. It seems that the attributes form a tree hierarchy, and that is used as the order of sequence. The paper is not well written. See also Figure 3. Kindly refer to Appendix A for the decision layer for final recommendation score prediction. The correspondence between the sentiment embedded by reviewers. (See also Figure 4). looks ok and can definitely be compared with other papers. Yet, the authors chose not to, which is suspicious. See also Figure 5.https://openreview.net/forum?id=H1LYxY84l

Many more relevant papers should be cited from the recent literature. The experiment part is very weak. This paper claims that the time complexity of their algorithm is $O(d^2 D^4)$, which is an improvement over standard method $O(d^2)$ by a factor $D^4$. But in the experiments, when $d=1$, there is still a large gap (14s vs. 90s) between the proposed method and the standard one.

The authors explain this as “likely a language implementation”, which is not convincing. To fairly evaluate the methods, you course you need to implement both in the same environment and run experiments in the same environment. For higher degree feature expansion, there is no empirical experiments to show the advantage of the proposed method. See also Figure 6. https://openreview.net/forum?id=619yY6V0V9

—While none of the pieces of this model are particularly novel, the result is a efficient learning algorithm for document representation with good empirical performance. Joint training of word and document embeddings is not a new idea, nor is the idea of enforcing the document to be represented by the sum of its word embeddings (see, e.g. see, e.g. “The Sum of Its Parts”. Joint Learning of Word and Phrase Representations with Autoencoders’ by Lebret and Collobert). Furthermore, the corruption mechanism is nothing other than traditional dropout on the input layer. Coupled with the word2vec-style loss and training methods, this paper offers little to the novelty front. On the other hand, it is very efficient at generation time, requiring only an average of 4s per character. The result is actually not that demanding from a dynamical systems perspective; it would be improve with an efficient implementation (see also Figure 1). If your statistic network is trained on minibatches, it won’t be able to learn this characterization, because a given minibatch will be missing some samples. (For example, what if the statistic network wants to pull out if *any* example from the dataset has a certain feature and treat that as the characterization? Or if you actually implemented the method on the right side of Figure 1. If your statistic network is trained on minibatches, it won’t be able to learn this characterization, because a given minibatch will be missing some samples from the dataset. Using minibatches (as opposed to using all examples in the dataset) to train the statistic network seems like it would limit the expressive power of the model—see also Figure 2.https://openreview.net/forum?id=H1LYxY84l

—While hierarchical modeling is an important and high impact problem, and I think that it’s under-explored in the Deep Learning literature. Pros: The few-shot learning results look good, but I’m not an expert in this area. The claim that it’s a ‘double’ variational bound in a hierarchical generative model is well presented and seems widely applicable. Questions: When training the statistic network, are minibatches (i.e. subsets of the examples) used? If not, does using minibatches actually give you an unbiased estimator of the full gradient (if you had used all examples)? For example, what if the statistic network wants to pull out if *any* example from the dataset has a certain feature and treat that as the characterization? This seems to fit the graphical model on the right side of Figure 1. If your statistic network is trained on minibatches, it won’t be able to learn this characterization, because a given minibatch will be missing some samples from the dataset. Using minibatches (as opposed to using all examples in the dataset) to train the statistic network seems like it would limit the expressive power of the model—https://openreview.net/forum?id=H1LYxY84l

The authors set out to answer the question whether chaotic behavior is a necessary ingredient for RNNs to perform well on some tasks. For that question’s sake, they propose an architecture which is designed to not have chaos. The subsequent experiments validate the claim that chaos is not necessary. This paper is refreshing. Instead of proposing another incremental improvement, the authors start out with a clear hypothesis and test it. This might set the base for a new sequence of research. While the results are not the most promising, the approach is well motivated and the paper is well written, except for some intuitions for why the batch version outperforms the on-line version (see comments on “clarification regarding batch vs. online setting”). The artificial experiments are instructive, and the real-world experiments were performed very thoroughly although the results show only modest improvement. See also Figure 3.https://openreview.net/forum?id=H1LYxY84l

Table 5: A qualitative study of the effect of sentiment in the overall recommendation score prediction. Prediction → is the overall recommendation score predicted by our system, Actual → is the recommendation score given by reviewers. Senti_Actor are the output activations from the final layer of MLP_Senti which are augmented to the decision layer for final recommendation score prediction. The correspondence between the sentiment embedded within the review texts and Sentiment Activations are fairly visible in Figure 3. Kindly refer to Appendix A for polarity strengths in individual review sentences. The OpenReview links in the table above give the full review texts.
high recommendation score 8. It starts with introducing the authors work and listing the strengths and limitations of the work without much (and necessary) details. Our model hence predicts 5 as the recommendation score. Whereas R4 can be seen as the case of a usual well-written review, expressing the positive and negative aspects of the paper coherently. Our model predicts 6 for an actual recommendation score of 7. These validate the role of the reviewer’s opinion and sentiment to predict the recommendation score, and our model is competent enough to take into account the overall polarity of the review-text to drive the prediction. Figure 4 presents the confusion matrix of our proposed model on ICLR 2017 test data for Task 2.

7 Conclusion

Here in this work, we show that the reviewer sentiment information embedded within peer review texts could be leveraged to predict the peer review outcomes. Our deep neural architecture makes use of three information channels: the paper full-text, corresponding peer review texts and the sentiment within the reviews to address the complex task of decision making in peer review. With further exploration, we aim to mould the ongoing research to an efficient AI-enabled system that would assist the journal editors or conference chairs in making informed decisions. However, considering the sensitivity of the topic, we would like to further dive deep into exploring the subtle nuances that leads into the grading of peer review aspects. We found that review reliability prediction should prelude these tasks since not all reviews are of equal quality or are significant to the final decision making. We aim to include review reliability prediction in the pipeline of our future work. However, we are in consensus that scholarly language processing is not straightforward. We need stronger, pervasive models to capture the high-level interplay of the paper and peer reviews to decide the fate of a manuscript. We intend to work upon those and also explore more sophisticated techniques for sentiment polarity encoding.
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Figure 5: Heatmaps of the sentence-wise VADER sentiment polarity of reviews considered in Table 4. Reviews generally reflect the polarity of the reviewer towards the respective work. $s0...sn \rightarrow$ are the sentences in the peer review texts.